SUMMARY. Modified elastic solution method in the elastoplastic process theory has been proposed by the author [2] and was applied in solving some 2D and 3D elastoplastic problems of structure compo~ents subjected to complex loading. The method makes use of an algorithm in which a step is made in the loading process and iterations are carried out on this step. The performance of the method was fulfilled and the convergence of the method was considered numerically. In this paper the other performance of this method is presented. and the convergence of the method is proven theoretically in . the general case of a harderung body which obeys the elastoplastic process theory. The more complicated 3D problem of bodies of revolution subjected to non-axially symmetric load is investigated.
1. Boundary value problem of the elastoplas~ic process theory and modified elastic solution method
The formulation of the boundary value problem of the elastoplastic process theory and analysis of the existence and uniqueness theorems have been carried out in [3, 4] .
Let Ki(x, t) and Fi(x, t) be external volume and surface .forces that act on the body and let 'Pi(x, t) be displacement on the body's surface. It is necessary to find displacements ui(x,t), strain tensor C"ij(x,t) and stress tensor O'ij (x,t) 
Consequently,
(1.11)
Now we subdivide the range of variation of the loading parameter t into N parts and denote t at the nodes by tn ( n = 0, 1, 2, ... , N). Denote respectively
At each step n = 1, 2, ... , N of the change in the above -mentioned quantities, from (1.1) -(1.6) and taking into account (1.9) we set up the following system of equations
a (n) e:~': (n) (H·. ) (n) t\ (n) uij -uij
where (Hijki.) (n) is an average quantity of Hijkf. in the interval (tn-I, tn) which
can be taken as 2 Hijkf. + Hijkf. .
In approximation we take (Hijkf.) (n) = Hi~nkll), the system of equations (1.12)
can be considered as a system of equations for a certain inhomogeneous anisotropic elastic body with additional volume and surface forces. This system of equations is solved step by step, beginning from the first step n = 1. At the n-th step, u;n-l), e:;7-1 ), u;7-1 ) are known functions, which have been determined at the (n -1)-th step, the problem leads to determine ~uf n), ~e:fj) and ~u}j). At .
each step in the loading the problem generally is nonlinear, so we will solve it by using an iterative method -a modified elastic solution method [2, 3] -which is analogous to the elastic solution method in the deformation theory of plasticity [1, 5, 8] . Non-linearity of the problem is expressed in the constitutive equations,
i.e. the third relation of (1.12). The procedure of the modified elastic solution method on this relation is written as follows
(1.13)
where k = 1, 2, ... is the number of iteration on then-th step of the change in the loading parameter. In the result at n-th step and k-th iteration, we can write the system of equations in the form (1.14) and the boundary conditions
The system of equation {1.14) and the boundary conditions {l.15) represent a boundary value problem for an elastic body with the same elasticity constants Eijkl. as the initial body but with changed volume and surface forces.
After the system of equations has been solved, i.e. Au;n) known, the displacement is represented as u)n) ~ u~n-l) + Au~n). The strains c~".1') are determined
from the Cauchy equations, these strains are then substituted into the constitutive equations (1.3), from where u;j) are obtained ...
On the convergence of the modified elastic solution method
The modified elastic solution method was applied in considering stress and strain states of some 2D and 3D bodies subjected to complex loading [3, 9, 10, 11] . From · obtained numerical results, we can talk about the convergence of the method. Generally, results of the third and fourth iterations are already closer to each other; t hey differ from each other with small errors. Now we introduce the proof of the convergence of the method theoretically.
For this aim we bring into use the functional Hilbert space H(O) with the norm Av is considered as a variation of the displacement increment. Multiplying the first equation of (1.14) by Avi and integrating which over the entire volume n of the body we obtain
Using the divergence theoreni and the boundary conditions (1.15) we have 
the expression at the right hand side of (2.2) is also a linear continuous functional on H(O), and there exists an operator L:
2) reduces to an equivalent operator equation [3 , 7] ) .
Now consider the convergence of the above mentioned method. Because of the scalar product in 
n Using the inequality ( 1.11) into the last equation, it follows
Further, applying the Bunhiakovsky, Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities into functional
Substituting the expression I into (2.6) we have
Since max(w 2 ) < 1, the operator Q is compressible, from (2.7) one can lead the convergence of the iterative method. The condition max w 2 = max ( 1-¢~~) ) < 1 is equivalent ·to ¢'( s) > 0, i.e. the material must be hardening.
Performance of the modified elastic solution met.hod for the problem in curvilinear coordinates
On curvilinear coordinates the system of equations (1.14) is of the form
and boundary conditions
where Vi denotes the covariant derivative with respect to xi; gii -metric tensor of curvilinear coordinate.
For investigation of the body of revolution subjected to complex loading, we usually consider the problem in a cylindrical coordinate The system of equations (3.1) in this case reduces to
where pK~n) 
By combining with boundary conditions, we have the solving equations. Consequently, at each iteration it is necessary to solve a problem of linear elasticity with new supplementary volume and surface forces.
Particular case. Numerical example A short cylinder of radius R and length L rotates with angle velocity w(t)
and is subjected to axesymmetrically with respect to axis z tangential and normal forces. Introduce variables ~ = ~, p = ~, cp and t, the stress and strain components do not depend on variable cp, furthermore, there are no torsional forces, the stress state is determined by Uzz, Urr, Ucpcp, Urz, the strain state -by czz, err , E:cpcp, E:rz and radial displacement -Ru, axial displacement -Rw .
The syE!tem of solving equations (3.5) becomes
where
ave s1m1lar forms to ( 4.2) where
Boundary conditions are of the form:
where Fi (i = 1, 2) -normal and tangential forces acting on cylinder surface p = 1; Fi (i = 3-;-6) -forces acting on butt-ends of cylinder; ugi.-l ) -known values of stress components at preceding step (n-1-th step); a;}n,k-I) -also known values at considering step {n-th step) but on preceding iteration (k -1-th iteration).
Following [6] in order to solve the homogeneous system of equations (4 .1) we express surface forces Ff n), FJn) and
in Fourier series 00
i=l (4.6) and the solution of the homogeneous system of equations corresponding to periodic · surface forces is of the form 00
where ki = 7ri , Ii -modified Bessel functions of first type, i-degree.
. e
A particular solution with respect to volume force has the form · For seeking a particular solution with respect to supplementary volume forces
we express them into series (4.9)
here Aj is a solution of the equation
Ji -Bessel function of i-degree.
A particular solution with respect to these forces has the form . 00 00
where (4.10) 
where T 2 (t), Pz(t), T 4 (t) may depend arbitrary on a parameter t . It means that the loading process may be complicated.
Calculations in solving the problem have been fulfilled on PC with PASCAL programme [9] . . Subdivide loading parameter t into steps, increasing from 0 to 40 and solve the problem step by step. At each step 4 iterations were carried out.
From the results it can be seen that a) The error between two successive approximations decreases when the number of iterations increases, i.e. the condition (2. 7) is satisfied. It is shown that the modified elastic solution method can be applied to this problem and its convergence · has been proved. b) When the cylind~r is subjected to the same loading process, if we subdivide the loading process into smaller steps, the error between two iterations of all quantities is also smaller, i.e. the error decreases .
. c) With the same value of load, the plastic deformation region in the cylinder appears differently depending on the character of the loading process which reaches that value: the loading process is more complicated, so the plastic region is more enlarging. Under complex loading the body works more weakly. d) Established calculations may give a picture of elasto-plastic states of the cylinder under axesymmetrical loads. Further we can consider elasto-plastic problems of the cylinder under non-axesymmetrical loads by the above mentioned method.
Conclusions
a) Another performance of the modified elastic solution method in theory of elastoplastic process is presented.
b) The convergence of this method is proved theoretically in the general case of a hardening body with a supplementary assumption in approximation.
c) The application of the method to the more complicated 3D problem of bodies of revolution is considered. This paper is completed with financial support from the National Basic Research Program in Natural Sciences.
